Introduction. In the first part of this paper ( §l- §3) we study the specialization of a symmetric bilinear or quadratic form over a field K with respect to a place X: K->Lvoo, provided the form has "good reduction". We have to distinguish between symmetric bilinear and quadratic forms since we do not exclude fields of characteristic 2. A typical result obtained by this theory is the following: We denote a symmetric bilinear form by the corresponding symmetric matrix of its coefficients. Let k(t) be the field of rational functions in independent variables t x , t r over a field k. Consider symmetric bilinear forms (/#(*))> over k(t) whose
Introduction. In the first part of this paper ( §l- §3) we study the specialization of a symmetric bilinear or quadratic form over a field K with respect to a place X: K->Lvoo, provided the form has "good reduction". We have to distinguish between symmetric bilinear and quadratic forms since we do not exclude fields of characteristic 2. A typical result obtained by this theory is the following: We denote a symmetric bilinear form by the corresponding symmetric matrix of its coefficients. Let k(t) be the field of rational functions in independent variables t x , t r over a field k. Consider symmetric bilinear forms (/#(*))> over k(t) whose coefficients fij{t)1 gkl(t) are polynomials. Assume that the form (gki(t)) is represented by (fq(t)). Assume further that c is an r-tupel in Jf such that the form (fij(c)) over k is non singular. If charfc # 2 the following holds true:
(i) If also (gki(c)) is non singular, then this form is represented by
[faie)) over k (see §2).
(
ii) If (gki(t)) is a diagonal matrix with m rows and columns and if c is a non singular zero of each polynomial g^t), then the form (/#(£)) has Witt index > m/2 if m is even and > (m+l)/2 if m is odd (see §3).
The assertion (i) may be considered as a generalization of the principle of substitution of Cassels and Pfister ([15] , p. 365; [10] , p. 20). At the end of Section 3 (Proposition 3.6) we shall also generalize the subform theorem of Cassels and Pfister ([15] , p. 366; [10] , p. 20).
Using the result quoted above and a similar result for charfc =2 we prove in the last section § 4 a theorem about the polynomials in k [t] which can occur as norms of similarity over Jc(t) for a fixed symmetric bilinear form defined over k. Special cases of this norm theorem have been used in a crucial way by Arason and Pfister in [1] and by Elman and Lam in [5] .
In general our results about quadratic forms are much less complete than those about bilinear forms.
Although the language of forms is quite natural to describe the main results of this paper, we use in the body of the paper the geometric language of quadratic and bilinear spaces, since the geometric language seems to be more suitable to understand the proofs.
The theory developed here will be applied in a subsequent paper about the behavior of quadratic forms in transcendental field extensions [9] . § 1. Preliminaries about bilinear and quadratic spaces. We recall some standard notations and well-known facts about symmetric bilinear and quadratic forms over a (not necessarily noetherian) local ring A. For proofs of statements given here without further reference and moreover for the basic theory over arbitrary commutative rings the reader may consult Chapter V of [3] , [13] , [7] and § 1 of [8] . In the present paper essentially only the case that A is a field or a valuation ring will play a role.
A free (symmetric) bilinear module (EjB) over A is a finitely generated free ^.-module E equipped with a symmetric bilinear form B: ExE->A.
We often denote (E, B) by a symmetric matrix (a{j) with a{j = B(x{, Xj) for some basis x19..., xn of E over A. We say that (E, B) -or B -is non singulary or that (E, B) is a bilinear space, if det(a^) lies in the unit group A* of Ar i.e. if x\-^B{-, x) is a bijection from E to the dual module Hom^(_E, A). A free quadratic module (E, q) over A is a finitely generated free ^.-module E equipped with a quadratic form g, i.e. with a mapping q: E-+A such that q(cx) = c 2 q(x) and B(x,y): -q(oc + y) -q(x) -q(y) is bilinear in x and for c in JL, x and y in E. We say that {Er q) -or q -is non singular or that (E, q) is a quadratic space if the associated bilinear form B is non singular. A quadratic module (E, q) will often be denoted by a symmetric matrix [a#] in square bracket with au = q(Xi)j a{J = B(xiy Xj) if i # j, for some basis xx, xn of E. If 2 is a unit in A there is no essential difference between quadratic and bilinear modules, since then any bilinear form B corresponds to a unique quadratic form q(x) = \B(x, x).
For a free quadratic module we always denote the quadratic form by the letter q and the associated bilinear form by B as far as no confusion is possible, and we often write E instead of (JE7, q). Similarly we denote the bilinear form of a free bilinear module usually by the letter B, and we often write E instead of (E, B). If we use the word "space" without further specification we regard bilinear and quadratic spaces at the same time. The rank of a free finitely generated J.-module V will be denoted by dim V.
Let q>: A-+A' be a homomorphism between (local) rings (of course ^(1) = i). For any free bilinear or quadratic module E we denote by .(p*(E) the JZ-module E^^A' equipped with the bilinear resp. quadratic form which is deduced from the form on E by base extension ([4], §1 no 4, §3 no 4). We often write E®AA ' or E®A! instead of <p*(E) if it is elear which map q> is considered.
Let E be a free quadratic or bilinear module over A. We call a submodule V of the JL-module E a direct submodule if E = V@W with some other submodule W (© means the module sum, without regarding forms). If J. is a valuation ring then for any submodule V of E the module
is torsion free and finitely generated and hence free.
We call the bilinear or quadratic module E isotropic if E has a direct submodule V # 0 which is totally isotropic, i.e. q(V) = 0 in the quadratic case and B(VxV) = 0 in the bilinear case. If E is not isotropic, we say E is anisotropic. Notice that if A is a field any anisotropic bilinear module over A must be a space, but that in case char J. = 2 there exist anisotropic quadratic modules which are not spaces. 2]). We call r the index of E and E0 a kernel module of E. Any maximal totally isotropic submodule V of E has rank r. Indeed, 7 has intersection zero with the quasilinear part E of E. Thus E = B© © V@W with some other module W. The module U = V@W must be a space. Thus V is contained in a hyperbolic space M cz U of rank 2dimF (e.g. [7] , Satz 3.2.1). We have E = Jf XJi" 1 and Jf x must be anisotropic due to the maximality of V. § 2. Good reduction of spaces. We consider a fixed place A:
K->Luco with X and i fields of arbitrary characteristic. We denote by o the valuation ring of /, by m the maximal ideal of o and by ja the restriction o->2/ of A. If chari # 2 there is of course no distinction between the quadratic and the bilinear ease.
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Since o is a Prüfer ring the maps Wq(o)-> -+Wq(K) and W(o)-*W{K)
induced by the inclusion o->K are injective. This is proved in We say that a quadratic or bilinear space E over K has good reduction with respect to A, if E contains a quadratic resp. bilinear space over o of full rank, in other words, if E ^ 3I®0K with some apace 31 over o. By Lemma 2.1 the space p*(3I) is up to W^tt-equivalence uniquely determined by E. We denote the class in W(L) by A* {JE?}. It clearly depends only of the class {E} in W (K) . In the quadratic case by Lemma 2.1 even the space /.i*(3I) over L is up to isomorphism uniquely determined by E, and will be denoted by A* (JE). We call A*(2?) the reduction or specialization of E with respect to A. Assume now that Charly = 2 and E is bilinear. We say that E has very good reduction, if E contains a bilinear space if over o of full rank such that the space J/*/mi/ = if ®o/m over o/m is anisotropic. Then for any other space if' over o of full rank contained in E we obtain from if'/mif' ~ if/mi/" that i//mif is isomorphic to a kernel space of if'/mif' (see § 1) and thus if'/mif"' ^ if/mif, since the ranks are equal. Thus also if'/mif' is anisotropic and p+(M) ^ /im(M'), We again call iu*(if) the reduction or specialization A* (2?) of 2?.
The later Example 2.6 (i) shows that in the bilinear case with ctiari = 2 "good reduction" is not enough to ensure the uniqueness of A* (2?).
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let E = F ±G be an orthogonal decomposition of a space E over K.
(i) If E and F have good reduction, then also G has good reduction and X*{E)
=/*{i?H/*{£}.
In the quadratic case even h{E) ^^(F)U*(G).
ii) Assume E is bilinear and chari =2. If E has very good reduction and F has good reduction, then F and G both have very good reduction and again
A*(2?) ^ A*(F)_LA*(G). .
Eemark.
We shall see in § 3 (Proposition 3.2) that in assertion (ii) the assumption that F has good reduction can be dropped.
Proof. We chose a decomposition G = G0±G1 with G0 anisotropic and Gx hyperbolic resp. metabolic. It is easy to find a space Bx over o of full rank in Gx. It remains to find such a space in G0. Clearly G0 is a kernel space of E±(-F).
We chose spaces if, JN 7 over o of full rank in E and F. We further chose a decomposition if JL( -N) ^ B0±S into an anisotropic space B0 and a hyperbolic resp. metabolic space 8. The space 220®02T is again anisotropic (see [7] , §11.1), hence
B0®0E ^KeT(E±(-F)) ^G0,
and G ^B®0E with B: = B0±B1. We see that G has good reduction, and obtain from E ^ (N±B) ®0E, that /*{£} = A* {F} + A* {G} and in the quadratic case A* (2?) ^ X*(F) J_A*(G).
Assume now that chari = 2 and E is a bilinear space with very good reduction. (K) and Wq(A)->Wq (K) are infective. Corollary 2.3 gives a small hint that this might be true.
As a special case of Corollary 2.3 we obtain (
i) If the quadratic modules [gki(c)] and [/#(<?)] over L are nonsingular and if the module [gki(t)] over k(t) is represented by •[/#(<)], then [gkl(c)] is represented by [/^(c)].
( EXAMPLES 2.6. (i) Assume ft is a field of Charakteristik 2 which is not perfect, and let a be an element of ft which is not a square. Then with one variable t the spaces (1,'1 + ai 2 ) and [a. a(l + at 2 )) over ft(t) are isomorphic. Substituting £ = 0 we obtain the spaces (1,1) and (a, a) over ft, which are not isomorphic. (1, l + at 2 ) represents (a) over k(t) but (1,1) does not represent (a) over ft. This shows that even for m = 1 an additional assumption is needed in Corollary 2.5 (ii) if char ft =2 and the f{j(t) are not constant.
ii) The analogous statement holds for the bilinear modules (gki(t))y (fn(t))> (9ki(
(ii) For m = 2 and char ft = 2 already an additional assumption is needed if all f{j are constant. For example with the element a from above the spaces (1,1, a) and (a + t% a + t 2 , a) over k(t) are isomorphic (see [11] , Theorem 3, or [7] , Satz 8.3.1). Thus (1,1, a) represents the anisotropic space (a, a + t 2 ) over k(t). But (1,1. a) does not represent (a, a) over ft. Indeed, otherwise (1,1, a) would be isomorphic to (a, a, a) which is absurd, since (a, a, a) does not represent (1) .
We now want to prove a generalization of Proposition 2.2 in the quadratic case. As above let /: K->Luoo denote a fixed place with valuation ring o. We tacitly assume up to the end of this section that chari = 2, since otherwise Lemma 2.8 and Proposition 2.9 below are already proved. (b) We now consider the general case. As explained in the proof of Lemma 2.7, we have a decomposition 21 = 3I1)L_M2 with Mx a space over 0 and B(II2 x 312) <= nt. We know by part (a) of the proof that M1 < JV, and thus JV ^ 3I1±F2 with some quadratic module JV8. By Proposition 1.2 we obtain from 31 ®K < N®K that l/2®JBL < N2®K.
It suffices to show that 3I2jm3I2
is represented by j$ r 2lmN2.
We thus have reduced the proof to the special case that B (11x31) c m in addition to the assumptions of the proposition.
We again regard J as a lattice in E: = IS 7 ® K and regard if as a lattice in F: = if® IT. We assume without loss of generality that J 7 is a submodule of Ü7 over K. Now the intersection Xt: = 3 7 nJP is con- The submodule P: == [/©TT must be a space. Let um_t denote a basis of U with g(^) = ct for 1 < i < 5 -and q(Ui) = 0 for 5 -J < i ^m -t. Since J3( CT xZ7) == 0, we can find elements £m_* in P such that J3 fZj) =0 and JB (^, %) = for i and j in [ q.e.d.
Quadratic and symmetric bilinear forms, and a norm theorem
We say that a quadratic module E over K has nearly good reduction 1 there is replaced by u non degenerate". §3. Subspaces with bad reduction. As in § 2 we consider a fixed place A:'ÜL->iuoo. The following theorem is well-known in the special case that the valuation ring o of A has rank 1, see [7] , § 12, and for o dis-. crete also [17] and [13] . Chapter IV. § 1. We shall prove it by generalizing the argument given in [13] . we clearly have A((a}x) = {a}A(x). Thus it suffices to prove A(y) = 0. We assume that both u and v are #0, since otherwise already y = Ö.
We first consider the case that c lies ino*. Then
Mv) =(l-r{c})A(l-<b)).
We have nothing to prove if .{c} = {-1}. Thus we assume in addition {c} # { -1}/which means that the space (1, c) over L is anisotropic.
Changing b by a square we further assume that u and v both lie in o but not both in m. Since (1, c) is anisotropic, we have b = .ü 2 + cv 2 ^ 0 and
We now consider the remaining case that < c does not contain a unit of o. Then 
The map W(K)->W(L)
gives some information ' about spaces with good reduction which contain subspaces with bad reduction, i.e. not good reduction. has an index ^ {m/2}.
(ii) E must be anisotropic since E has very good reduction. Thus certainly every subspace of E has an orthogonal basis. If E would contain a subspace with bad reduction, then E would contain a space (b) of rank one such that /-(6c 2 ) 0 or oo fcr all c in K*. But then we see again, that A*(J?) is equivalent to a space of lower rank. This contradicts the assumption that /*(£) is anisotropic. Xow the assertion follows from Proposition 2.2 (ii). q.e.d. 
Let (fi}(t)\'.be a symmetric (n, nymatrix of polynomials fij(t)€k[tl1 ir] over an arbitrary field Jc, and gx(t), gm(t) be ni further polynomials in l:[t]. Assume c = (cx, cr) is an r-tuple with coordinates in a field extension L of k such that det{fij(c))
^ (0) with F a non singular bilinear module, which up to isomorphism is uniquely determined by E. We call F the non singular part of E. Eemark. In the special case that all /#(£) are constant, g(t) is a quadratic form, and c = 0, Proposition 3.6 is the well known subform theorem of Cassels and Pfister ([10], p. 20). In fact, the theorem of Cassels and Pf ister provides the main step in the proof of Proposition 3.6, which now follows.
Proof. We proceed on a similar way as in the proof of Proposition 3.5. Without loss of generality we assume k = L and c = 0. Let
denote the Hessian form of g(t), with the apq from above. We have
g(t) = h(t) + c(t)
with a polynomial c(t) which only contains monomials of total degree ^3. We again consider the fields K =k(t,s) = k(u, s) and k(n) constructed in the proof of Proposition 3.5. The space over K represents the element
s~~2g(t) = h(u) + sc(u, s)
with c(u, s) a polynomial in s]. Substituting the value 0 for s we see by 2.5, that the space (/^(O)) over k(u) represents h(u). Sow the subform theorem of Cassels and Pfister yields that the space (/#(())) over k represents the space (apq) over k. q.e.d. §4, The norm theorem. We consider a fixed bilinear or quadratic module E over an arbitrary field it. We call an element a of V a norm of Ü7, if (a)®E ^ J?, i.e. if a is the norm of a similarity transformation of JB. (If E is quadratic with associated quadratic form q then (a)<g>E denotes the module E with the quadratic form aq.) The set of norms of E is a group JS T (E) which contains all squares in k*.
The main goal of this section is to prove the Theorem 4.2 below about the norms of E®k(t) with k(t) = k(tu tr) the field of rational functions in an arbitrary number r of variables tx, ..., tr over k. For any polynomial f(t)ek [t] we denote by /* the coefficient of the highest monomial occurring in f(t) with respect to the lexigraphical ordering. We prove the lemma by induction on r. Assume first r =1 and write t instead of tx. We consider the place /.: k(t)->kuoo over k with X(t) = oo. Clearly E®k(t)
represents an element af(t) with a in k*. If deg/ would be odd, then the Propositions 3.2 and 3.4 would imply that E is isotropic. Thus deg/ is an even number m, and hence
E®k(t)& (r m f(t))®(E®k(t)). Furthermore ).{r m f(t))
=/*. Thus by computing -E using the right hand side of (.*) we obtain E ^ (f*)®E. Assume now r > 1, and let Ä €&[£'] denote the highest coefficient of / as a polynomial of K [tx] . From the case r =1 we obtain that degj is even and h is a norm of E®K.
Xow TJwn the following are equivalent:
is a norm of E®k(t).
(ii) p(t) divides a square free polynomial f(t) {i.e. g 2 (t)\f{t) => g(t) = const}, which is a norm of E®k(t).
(iii) E®k(p) ~0.
If char Jc #2 we may replace in this theorem -and similarly in Lemma 4.1 -the assumption ~E anisotropic" by "E not hyperbolic 51 with some anisotropic module G over k(p) which up to isomorphy is uniquely determined by E. Assume G # 0. Let u = (u19 ur) denote a set of r indeterminates over k(p). Clearly f(u) is a norm of E®k(p)(u) and thus also of G®k(p)(u).
Applying Proposition 3.5 in the special case m = 1 we easily obtain a contradiction. Thus G = 0. q.e.d. denote an anisotropic quadratic form in an arbitrary number n of variables X{ over an arbitrary field k. Let t = (t17 tr) be another set of variables. We consider the subgroup Gt(q) of k(t) which is generated by all polynomials g(t)ek [t] such that g(t) = q(fi(t)j ..., fn(t)) with polynomials f{(t) whose greatest common divisor is 1. (ii) There exists a polynomial f(t) in Gt(q) which.is divided by p(t).
(in) q®k(p) is isotropic.
In fact, Witt states the equivalence of (i) and (iii) only for r = 1, but his argument is valid for arbitrary r.
